Abstract-Among various variants of the traveling salesman problem, the s-t-path graph TSP has the special feature that we know the exact integrality ratio, 3/2, and an approximation algorithm matching this ratio. In this paper, we go below this threshold: we devise a polynomial-time algorithm for the s-tpath graph TSP with approximation ratio 1.497. Our algorithm can be viewed as a refinement of the 3/2-approximation algorithm by Sebő and Vygen [16], but we introduce several completely new techniques. These include a new type of ear-decomposition, an enhanced ear induction that reveals a novel connection to matroid union, a stronger lower bound, and a reduction of general instances to instances in which s and t have small distance (which works for general metrics).
I. INTRODUCTION
Since 2010, there have been many interesting results on approximation algorithms for variants of the traveling salesman problem. This includes in particular better approximation algorithms for the graph TSP [16] , the asymmetric TSP [18] , and the s-t-path TSP [21] .
Almost all the algorithms work with the classical linear programming relaxations, with an LP solution as starting point of the algorithm or at least for the analysis. Although these LPs have been studied intensively for decades, both for the symmetric and the asymmetric TSP, we still do not know their integrality ratios. For the (symmetric) s-t-path TSP we are quite close: the integrality ratio is between 1.5 and 1.53 [17] , and in the s-t-path graph TSP (a well-studied special case), it is indeed 3 2 , and an approximation guarantee matching the integrality ratio is known [16] .
In this paper, we go below this threshold: we show that the s-t-path graph TSP has a 1.497-approximation algorithm.
The s-t-path graph TSP is defined as follows. Given a connected undirected graph G and two vertices s and t, find a shortest tour from s to t that visits all vertices. Such a tour can be described as a sequence v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k of vertices such that v 0 = s, v k = t, every vertex appears at least once, and {v i−1 , v i } ∈ E(G) for all i (and we minimize k). Equivalently (via Euler's theorem), it can be described as a subset F of 2E(G) (the multi-set that contains two copies of every edge) such that (V (G), F ) is a connected multi-graph in which all vertices have even degree except s and t (which have odd degree unless s = t). Such a set F is called an s-t-tour; the goal is to minimize |F |.
The s-t-path graph TSP is a special case of the general s-t-path TSP (in which the edges have arbitrary nonnegative costs). It has been studied mainly because the well-known examples that yield the lower bounds for the integrality ratio ( 2 for s = t) are in fact graph instances. Moreover, some ideas developed for the graph case triggered progress on general weights later on; an example is Gao's [8] new proof of the integrality ratio 3 2 for the s-t-path graph TSP and its use by [9] for the general s-t-path TSP.
For s = t, Christofides' algorithm yields only a 5 3 -approximation, even for the s-t-path graph TSP, as Hoogeveen [11] showed. Within nine months in 2011-2012, the approximation ratio for the st-path graph TSP was improved four times: first to 1.586 by Mömke and Svensson [13] , then to 1.584 by Mucha [14] , then to 1.578 by An, Kleinberg and Shmoys [1] , and finally to 1.5 by Sebő and Vygen [16] . This approximation ratio 3 2 matches the integrality ratio lower bound. However, in this paper, we improve on this.
We present a polynomial-time algorithm that guarantees to find, for every instance of the s-tpath graph TSP, an s-t-tour with at most 1.497 OPT edges, where OPT is the minimum number of edges of such a tour.
A. Preliminaries on T -tours
Given a vertex set V and a set T ⊆ V of even cardinality, a T -join is a (multi)set J of edges such that T is exactly the set of odd-degree vertices in (V, J). A T -tour in a graph G is a T -join J ⊆ 2E(G) such that (V (G), J) is connected. We allow taking two copies of an edge, but more than two are never useful. Henceforth we speak of edge sets and graphs even if they contain parallel edges. It is obvious that a T -tour exists if and only if G is connected and |T | is even. The s-t-path graph TSP asks for an ({s} {t})-tour of minimum cardinality in a given connected graph G. Instead of ({s} {t})-tour we will use the shorter name s-t-tour. The s-t-path graph TSP is NP-hard, and unless P=NP there is no polynomial-time algorithm with better approximation ratio than 685 684 [12] . The more general T -tour problem (in graphs or in general) has been introduced by Sebő and Vygen [16] ; they gave a 3 2 -approximation algorithm for finding a smallest T -tour in a graph, and a 7 5 -approximation algorithm if T = ∅. Sebő [15] showed an approximation ratio of 8 5 for finding a minimum-weight T -tour in a weighted graph. These approximation ratios have not been improved since then. Section II of our paper works for general Ttours, but later parts do not seem to extend beyond constant |T |.
For a graph G and a set T ⊆ V (G) with |T | even and a set W ⊆ V (G), let (G, T )/W be the instance of the T -tour problem arising by contraction of W . More precisely, we define (G, T )/W to be the instance of the T -tour problem where we are looking for a T -tour in the graph G/W and T contains all elements of T \ W and contains in addition the vertex arising from the contraction if |T ∩ W | is odd.
Without loss of generality one may assume that the input graph is 2-vertex-connected because if
, where W 1 and W 2 share a single vertex, then it suffices to solve the instances (G, T )/W 1 and (G, T )/W 2 (cf. [16] ).
We denote n := |V (G)| throughout this paper. As an obvious lower bound, note that every T -tour has at least n − 1 edges (for any T ). Another (often better) lower bound is given by the classical linear program, which, for T = {s, t}, is
where δ(U ) denotes the set of edges with exactly one endpoint in U , and x(F ) := e∈F x e for x ∈ R E(G) and F ⊆ E(G). Let LP denote the value of this linear program. The integrality ratio is the supremum of OPT LP over all instances. If G is a circuit and s and t have distance n 2 in G, then the value of this LP is n, but every s-t-tour has at least 3 2 n − 2 edges. This classical example shows that the integrality ratio is at least 
B. Preliminaries on ear-decompositions
For a finite sequence P 0 , P 1 , . . . , P l of graphs,
If P 0 has a single vertex, and each P i is either a circuit with |V (P i )∩V i−1 | = 1 or a path such that exactly its endpoints belong
The graphs P 1 , . . . , P l are called ears. The vertices of V (P i ) ∩ V i−1 are called endpoints of P i , the other vertices of P i are its internal vertices. We denote the set of internal vertices of P i by in(P i ). Figure 1 shows an ear-decomposition with P 0 colored black, a 6-ear P 1 colored brown, a closed 6-ear P 2 colored blue, an open 5-ear P 3 colored green, an open 6-ear colored cyan, and five 2-ears (gray, dotted, ignore the orientation). Every vertex is an internal vertex of exactly one ear (except for the vertex of P 0 ) and is colored accordingly in this figure.
We always have |in(P
We say that an ear P is attached to an ear Q (at v) if v is an internal vertex of Q and an endpoint of P . A vertex is pendant if it is not an endpoint of any nontrivial ear, and an ear is pendant if it is nontrivial and all its internal vertices are pendant. Having a fixed vertex set T , we call an ear P clean if it is short and |T ∩ in(P )| = ∅, i.e. none of its internal vertices is contained in T .
C. Simple ear induction
The following lemma tells how to construct a Ttour by considering the nontrivial ears in reverse order. For any nontrivial ear
Lemma 1 ([16] ): Let P be a circuit and T P ⊆ V (P ) with |T P | even. Then there exists a T P -join F ⊆ 2E(P ) such that the graph (V (P ), F ) is connected and
where γ = 1 if |E(P )| ≤ 3 and T P = ∅, and γ = 0 otherwise.
The vertices of T P subdivide P into subpaths. Color these paths alternatingly red and blue. Let E R and E B denote the set of edges of red and blue subpaths, respectively. Without loss of generality |E R | ≤ |E B |. Then we take two copies of each edge in E R and one copy of each edge in E B . Note that E R = ∅, and remove one pair of parallel edges. This yields F ⊆ 2E(P ) with
This can be used to construct a T -tour as follows. Let P 1 , . . . , P l be the nontrivial ears of an eardecomposition of G (trivial ears can be deleted beforehand). Starting with T l := T and F := ∅, we do the following for i = l, . . . , 
D. Outline of the Sebő-Vygen algorithm
The previously best approximation algorithm for the graph s-t-path TSP, due to [16] , is the basis of our work. Let us briefly review this algorithm before we explain how to improve on it. The previous section shows already why short ears (of length 2 and 3) need special attention.
The first step is to compute a nice eardecomposition: one with minimum number of even ears, in which all short ears are pendant, and internal vertices of distinct short ears are non-adjacent. We will present a strengthening of this in Section III.
The second step is to re-design the short ears so that as many of them as possible are part of a forest (i.e., help connecting vertices that are not internal vertices of short ears). Re-designing a short ear means changing its endpoints by replacing its first and/or last edge by an edge of a trivial ear. This can be reduced to a matroid intersection problem (with a graphic matroid and a partition matroid). For every short ear that is not part of this forest, we can raise the lower bound. We will present a refinement of this step in Section IV.
Finally, two simple algorithms are applied to the resulting ear-decomposition. If at least half of the nontrivial ears are long, simple ear induction (Lemma 1) yields a short tour. Otherwise one can complete the forest of short ears to a spanning tree, so that internal vertices of short ears in the forest (which are pendant) keep their even degree, and then do parity correction like Christofides. The catch is that this parity correction can be done in the ear-decomposition without the short ears in the forest, and hence significantly cheaper if there are many of these.
Here we will combine the two algorithms in the last step to a single new step, which will be described in Section II.
The critical case, when this algorithm has no better approximation ratio than 3 2 , is when (essentially) all ears are even (note that we save 1 2 more for odd ears in (1) by rounding down the right-hand side), half of the ears are 2-ears, and the 2-ears form a forest.
E. Well-oriented ear-decompositions
Given an ear-decomposition, let F be a subset of the pendant ears that form a forest. Let ear(v) denote the index of the ear that contains v as an internal vertex. A rooted orientation of F is an orientation of the edges of the ears in F such that each connected component is an arborescence whose root is a vertex v with ear(v) minimum. Then every ear of F is a directed path. A well-oriented eardecomposition consists of an ear-decomposition and a rooted orientation of a subset of pendant ears that form a forest. See Figure 1 for an example; the dotted, gray 2-ears are pendant and have a rooted orientation.
We denote by r(w) the root of the connected component of the branching of oriented edges that contains w. We say that an ear Q enters another ear P if Q ∈ F and there is an oriented edge (v, w) of Q such that w ∈ in(P ). If any ear enters P we call P entered; other nontrivial ears are called nonentered. In particular, all oriented ears are pendant and hence non-entered.
F. Summary of new techniques and structure of the paper
Although our proof can be viewed as a refined version of [16] , we need many new ideas, some of which may be of independent interest or have further applications.
In Section II, we describe a more sophisticated ear induction, and we assume that we have a welloriented ear-decomposition in which the oriented ears are precisely the short ears. In particular, we assume the short ears to form a forest. First we will directly use the connectivity service of the short ears, exploiting their orientation and revealing a novel connection to matroid union (Section II-B). This saves in many cases but does not always help. Therefore, we also propose a second new way to benefit from the 2-ears: instead of taking a 2-ear as it is, one can also double one edge and discard the other, changing the parity at the endpoints. Combining those two different possibilities of exploiting the short ears, either for connectivity or for parity, we obtain the main result of Section II. Our ear induction algorithm saves at least Therefore, in addition to the properties of short ears, we need an ear-decomposition with extra properties of 4-ears. In Section III we show that one can always obtain such an ear-decomposition in polynomial time. In particular there will be only four types of 4-ears: pendant, blocked (with a closed ear attached to it), horizontal, or vertical, and at most one third of the long ears can be blocked 4-ears.
Then, in Section IV we re-design short ears but also vertical 4-ears. Again we can use matroid intersection, one matroid is again graphic, but the other one is now a laminar matroid (instead of a partition matroid as in [16] ). We can raise the lower bound not only for short ears that are not part of the forest, but also for horizontal and vertical 4-ears.
By this we remove the assumptions that the short ears form a forest and there are not too many 4-ears. See Section V.
We are done unless there are only few nonentered ears. Then there are few nontrivial ears at all because every entered ear is entered by a non-entered (short) ear. But then it is quite easy to obtain a better approximation ratio than 3 2 if in addition there is a short s-t-path P in G. To see this, let G result from G by deleting the trivial ears (note that |E(G )| is n − 1 plus the number of nontrivial ears), and let the vector x ∈ R E(G) be the sum of the incidence vectors of P and G , both multiplied by [13] in a slightly novel way; see Section VI. We prove a variant of their lemma for well-oriented ear-decompositions that works without the 2-vertex-connectivity assumption.
The only remaining case is when the distance from s to t in G is large (close to n 2 ), but then one can apply recursive dynamic programming similar to [2] and [19] (Section VII). This recursive dynamic programming algorithm yields a general statement about approximation algorithms for the s-t-path TSP, not only applying to the graph case: we show that for finding a polynomial-time α-approximation for some constant α > 1, it is sufficient to consider the special case where the distance of the vertices s and t is at most 1 3 +ε times the cost of an optimum solution for some arbitrary constant ε > 0.
The case in which our ear-decomposition has only very few non-entered ears is the only case in which we do not compare our solution to the optimum LP value but to the optimum s-t-tour. Here, the dynamic programming algorithm allows us to bound the number of edges of our s-t-tour with respect to OPT (rather than the LP value), which we need to obtain an approximation ratio below the integrality ratio of the LP.
Let us review the overall algorithm: first use the reduction to the case where s and t have small distance (Theorem 12). To solve this case, first compute an initial ear-decomposition as in Theorem 6. Based on this, compute an optimized and welloriented ear-decomposition (Section IV). If there are many non-entered ears, we get a short tour by enhanced ear induction (Theorem 4). If there are few non-entered ears, we obtain a short tour by the removable-pairing technique; see Lemma 10. Our presentation follows a different order because each section is motivated by the previous ones.
For complete proofs see the full paper [20] .
II. ENHANCED EAR INDUCTION

A. Outline of our ear induction algorithm
In this section we describe an ear induction algorithm that computes a T -tour, where T ⊆ V (G) is a given even-cardinality set. Our goal is to obtain an upper bound on the number of edges where we gain some constant amount per non-entered ear, compared to 3 2 (n − 1). For the entire Section II we will assume that we are given a well-oriented ear-decomposition in which all short ears are clean and the oriented ears are precisely the clean ears. In particular, the clean ears are all pendant and form a forest. Later (in Section IV) we consider the general case.
Let G γ = (V (G), E γ ) be the spanning subgraph of G that contains only the edges of clean ears. Due to the rooted orientation this is a branching. Every connected component of G γ will be used either for connectivity or for parity correction. If we use a connected component of G γ for connectivity, we add all edges of the component to our T -tour. However, we can instead use a component C of G γ consisting of only 2-ears for parity correction as follows: Let T be a set of vertices that are contained in the component C, but are not internal vertices of short ears (see Figure 2) . If |T | is even, we can change the parity of exactly the vertices in T by "flipping" the 2-ears that are part of a T -join in C, i.e. we take two copies of one edge instead of one copy of each of the edges of the "flipped" 2-ears (see Figure 2) . As a consequence, we can choose the parity of all vertices that have an entering clean ear in C and then fix the parity at the root of the component C such that the set T of vertices where we need to change the parity of the degree has even cardinality. We can also flip 3-ears, but then we need four instead of three edges.
If we could bound the number of edges that we need during ear induction (as in Section I-C) for every ear P by 3 2 |in(P )|, we would obtain a Ttour with at most 3 2 (n − 1) edges. Lemma 1 yields an even better bound for long ears (of length at least four); so we can gain some constant amount per long (non-entered) ear. However, for (clean) 2-ears we need two edges, which is 1 2 more than 3 2 |in(P )|, and also for (clean) 3-ears we can not improve over 3 2 |in(P )| = 3. To make up for this, we would like to improve over 3 2 |in(P )| for long ears by some constant amount for each short (oriented) ear entering the ear P . In order to gain from a short ear entering P at some vertex w, we then either exploit that the clean ears connect w to the root r(w) (if the component of G γ containing w is used for connectivity) or make use of the fact that we can choose the parity of the vertex w (by possibly changing the parity at r(w)).
In Section II-B we prove our main lemma for enhanced ear induction, which allows us to benefit from the connectivity service of the clean ears in many cases. In Section II-C we describe our ear induction algorithm that makes use of the short ears for connectivity. However, some connected components of G γ will not be used for connectivity and we instead use them for parity correction in a post-processing step improving the T -tour found by ear induction. We then compute a second T -tour, again by ear-induction, now using clean ears only for parity correction. Taking the better of the two constructed T -tours, we can improve upon 
B. Using clean ears for connectivity via matroid union
In this section we prove our main lemma for enhanced ear induction. It yields a better bound than Lemma 1 in many cases by making use of the contribution of the clean ears to connectivity. In the proof we will need a lemma that can be proved using the matroid union theorem (cf. Figure  3 
(a),(b)).
Lemma 2: Let (V, E) be a graph (possibly with parallel edges) and a partition of E into nonempty sets R, B, U such that (V, U ) is a forest and (V, R∪ B) is a circuit. Then there is a partition of U into sets U R , U B , and Z such that (V, R ∪ U R ) is a forest, (V, B ∪ U B ) is a forest, and Z contains at most one element.
An antipodal pair in a circuit P is a set of two vertices of P that have distance
in P . Obviously, only even circuits have antipodal pairs. We use the following lemma to exploit the connectivity service of clean ears during ear induction. The clean ears entering P are represented by the edge set U in this lemma. A subset C of U will be used for connectivity. Lemma 3: Let P be a circuit with at least four edges and T P ⊆ V (P ) with |T P | even. Let (V (P ), U) be a forest. Then one of the following holds:
(i) |E(P )| = 4 and |U | = 1 and T P = ∅; (ii) T P is an antipodal pair, and U consists of a single edge with endpoints T P ; (iii) There exists a T P -join F ⊆ 2E(P ) and a subset C ⊆ U such that the graph (V (P ), F ∪ C) is connected, 
|F | ≤
Case 1: T P = ∅.
The vertices of T P subdivide P into subpaths, alternatingly colored red and blue. Let E R and E B denote the set of edges of red and blue subpaths, respectively. Let T R and T B be the set of vertices having odd degree in (V (P i ), E R ) and (V (P i ), E B ), respectively. Note that {E R , E B } is a partition of E(P ), both sets are nonempty, and T R = T B = T P . Color the edges in U red and blue according to Lemma 2; one edge may remain uncolored. Let C be the set of colored edges in U .
We consider two solutions (see Figure 3 ): To construct F R , we take E R plus two copies of some edges of E B . Since E R plus the red elements of U form a forest, the number of blue edges needed for connectivity (with two copies each) is at most |E B | − 1 minus the number of red elements of U . To construct F B , we exchange the roles of red and blue.
The smaller of the two has at most . Now consider the remaining case that |U | = 1 and C = ∅, i.e., the only edge in U cannot be colored. Then the endpoints of this edge are connected by a path in E R and a path in E B , and hence T P consists of exactly these two elements. If (ii) does not hold, T P is not an antipodal pair, and hence |E R | = |E B |. Then the smaller of the sets F B and F R has size at most
We can set F = E(P ) and C = ∅, but instead we can also set C = U and take all but |U | + 1 edges, each with two copies, making 2(|E(P )| − |U | − 1) edges. The smaller of the two choices for F has at most 
C. Ear induction algorithm
We now explain how to construct a T -tour by enhanced ear induction. We first take the set F of all edges of short ears. Then we proceed with the long ears P 1 , . . . , P l in reverse order. We set T l := T {v : |δ F (v)| odd}. Now we use earinduction to construct a T l -join in the graph G l . In contrast to the simple ear-induction in Section I-C, this T l -join will not necessarily be connected, since we will exploit the connectivity service of the short ears. Let again (P, T P ) be (G i , T i )/V i−1 . We now define the set U that models the connectivity provided by the clean ears. For each ear entering P i at w, the set U contains the edge that results from {r(w), w} by contracting V i−1 . Whenever possible, we apply Lemma 3 (iii). Otherwise, we apply Lemma 1. In any case, we obtain a set F i ⊆ 2E(P i ). We set F := F ∪ F i and T i−1 := T i {v ∈ V (P i ) : |δ Fi (v)| odd} and continue with the next long ear (in reverse order). This algorithm computes a T -tour F in G.
We now apply a post-processing step to improve our T -tour. Recall that in Lemma 3 (iii) we do not use all edges of U for connectivity, but only those in C. If there is a connected component of the branching of short ears that is not used for connectivity at all, we may use it for parity changes. This helps in case (ii) of Lemma 3 if the entering ear enters at w and r(w) ∈ in(P i ); see Figure 4 .
Then we compute a second T -tour, again by ear induction. However, now we will use all connected components of clean ears for parity correction. If a clean ear Q enters a long ear P i at w and r(w) / ∈ in(P i ), the root r(w) must be contained in V i−1 by our choice of the orientation of the clean ears. Thus, by "flipping" clean ears as in Figure 2 , we can choose the parity of the vertex w (which implies a change of the parity at r(w)). For details see the full paper.
Finally, we take the better of the two computed T -tours. The result of this ear induction algorithm is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 4: Let G be a graph and T ⊆ V (G) with |T | even. Given a well-oriented ear-decomposition of G where all short ears are clean and the oriented ears are precisely the clean ears, we can compute a T -tour in G with at most
edges, where π is the number of non-entered ears.
III. COMPUTING THE INITIAL EAR-DECOMPOSITION
Previous papers that used ear-decompositions for approximation algorithms include [3] , [16] , and [10] . They all exploit a theorem of Frank [6] : one can compute an ear-decomposition with minimum number of even ears in polynomial time. Our eardecompositions will also have this property, although we exploit it only during the construction of the ear-decomposition. The ear-decompositions in the above papers also have certain properties of 2-ears and 3-ears; we will additionally deal with 4-ears. As in [16] we will compute a nice eardecomposition. In particular, we make all short ears pendant.
We have seen in Theorem 4 that non-entered ears are cheap but 4-ears are expensive. For pendant 4-ears we can apply Lemma 1 beforehand and apply Theorem 4 to the rest. Ideally, we would like to make all 4-ears pendant, but this is not always possible. We distinguish four kinds of 4-ears: pendant, blocked, vertical, and horizontal (we will compute an ear decomposition in which every ear is of exactly one of these kinds); see Figure 5 . 
Definition 5: A 4-ear is called
• blocked if a closed ear is attached to it.
• vertical if it is nonpendant, its internal vertices are v 1 , v 2 , v 3 in this order, v 1 and v 3 are pendant and not adjacent, and the only nontrivial ears attached to v 2 are 2-ears whose middle vertex is not adjacent to v 1 or v 3 .
• horizontal if it is nonpendant, its internal vertices are v 1 , v 2 , v 3 in this order, v 2 has degree 2, and all nontrivial ears attached to it are 2-ears with vertices v 1 , x, v 3 , where x is a degree-2 vertex. Call an ear outer if it is a 2-ear, 3-ear, pendant 4-ear, vertical 4-ear, or horizontal 4-ear. Call an ear inner if it is a blocked 4-ear or has length at least 5. Later we will show that there are only few blocked 4-ears (Lemma 8). Moreover, in Section IV we make as many vertical 4-ears pendant as possible and raise the lower bound for every 2-ear that is still attached to a vertical or horizontal 4-ear.
The main result of this section is the following. Then we apply a set of operations that change the ear decomposition locally as long as possible. If none of the operations can be applied anymore, the ear-decomposition fullfills the properties as stated in Theorem 6. In order to bound the number of operations that we need to apply, we consider a potential function that increases with every operation we apply, and that can attain only polynomially many values. For the details of the proof, we refer to the full version of this paper.
IV. OPTIMIZING OUTER EARS AND IMPROVING THE LOWER BOUND
The ear-decomposition from Theorem 6 is the starting point for optimizing the outer ears. While we do not touch pendant or horizontal 4-ears, we will change short ears and vertical 4-ears. Like in [16] , our goal is that as many short ears as possible form a forest. We will in addition try to make the vertical 4-ears pendant, by re-designing the 2-ears attached to them. The two subpaths of a 4-ear from the middle vertex to an endpoint will be part of this optimization, and might be replaced by attached 2-ears.
For every 2-ear that will not be part of the forest or remains attached to an outer 4-ear, we will raise the lower bound. This includes in particular 2-ears attached to horizontal ears, which cannot be optimized.
A. Matroid intersection
Given an ear-decomposition as in Theorem 6, let M be the union of Note that |M (a)| − 2 is the number of 2-ears attached to a. Let
The sets A, V in and the elements of M are pairwise disjoint. Moreover, the vertices of G not contained in any of these sets are precisely the internal vertices of pendant or horizontal 4-ears and the internal vertices of 2-ears attached to horizontal 4-ears. Now let P f for f ∈ M denote the set of paths in G with the following two properties:
• The set of internal vertices of the path is f .
• The endpoints of the path are both contained in V in . We now define two matroids on the ground set
The independent sets of the first matroid M 1 are given by all sets I ⊆ f ∈M P f such that V (G), I∈I E(I) is a forest. It is clear that M 1 is a graphic matroid (every path can be represented by an edge connecting its endpoints).
In the second matroid M 2 a set I ⊆ f ∈M P f is independent if and only if it fulfills the following two conditions:
Note that (i) and (ii) characterize the independent sets of a laminar matroid (see e.g. [7] ). We compute a maximum cardinality set I ⊆ f ∈M P f such that I is an independent set in both matroids defined above.
The idea is that we want to choose as many short ears as possible to form a forest but leave two elements of each M (a) unused; they will form the 4-ear with middle vertex a. Thus the vertical 4-ears can also change.
Using the matroid intersection theorem we can show:
Theorem 7: If I is a maximum cardinality set that is independent in both matroids, then
V. EAR-DECOMPOSITIONS WITH MANY NON-ENTERED EARS
After optimizing the outer ears via the matroid intersection approach described above, we will distinguish between primary ears (those that were inner ears, plus clean ears that form a forest) and secondary ears. For secondary ears we will apply Lemma 1, and for secondary short ears we raise the lower bound using Theorem 7. For primary ears we will apply Theorem 4. Hence we need to bound the number of primary 4-ears, which correspond exactly to the blocked 4-ears before optimization. Their number can be bounded easily as follows.
Lemma 8: Given an ear-decomposition as in Theorem 6, denote by k 4, blocked and k 4, non-blocked the number of blocked and non-blocked 4-ears, respectively. Then
Proof: Recall that a 4-ear is blocked if a closed ear is attached to it. Since all short ears are open and no closed 4-ear is attached to any closed 4-ear, the only closed ears attached to a 4-ear can be ears of length at least five, non-blocked 4-ears, and 4-ears to which a closed ear of length at least five is attached. Using that every closed ear is attached to exactly one ear, we get the result.
2
With this bound we now easily obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 9: Given a graph G and s, t ∈ V (G), we can compute a well-oriented ear-decomposition of G with π non-entered ears, and an s-t-tour with at most 
VI. EAR-DECOMPOSITIONS WITH FEW NON-ENTERED EARS
In this section we show how to compute a cheap s-t-tour if our well-oriented ear-decomposition has only few non-entered ears and s and t have small distance. The following lemma shows a new way to apply the removable-pairing technique of Mömke and Svensson [13] to ear-decompositions. In contrast to [16] , we do not require the graph after deleting the trivial ears to be 2-vertex-connected. This requires a slight modification of their proof.
Lemma 10: Let G be a graph with a well-oriented ear-decomposition, and s, t ∈ V (G). Let π be the number of non-entered ears. Then we can compute an s-t-tour with at most Our proof of Theorem 12 also applies to weighted graphs and hence yields an analagous statement for the general s-t-path TSP (see the full version of this paper).
Assume we have a β-approximation algorithm A for the s-t-path graph TSP which achieves an approximation ratio of α in the special case where dist(s, t) ≤ ( i = 1, . . . , dist(s, t) ) contains only one edge of F * . For each pair (C i , C j ) of level cuts (i < j) and vertices s , t with dist(s, s ) = i and dist(s, t ) = j − 1, we apply the algorithm A to find an s -t -tour visiting the vertices between the level cuts, i.e. {v : i ≤ dist(s, v) < j}. We then use dynamic programming to construct an s-t-tour by combining a selection of these tours; see Figure 7 . A similar dynamic program was used in [2] to obtain the first constant-factor approximation algorithm for the orienteering problem, and also in [19] and [21] for the s-t-path TSP.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Theorem 12 and Theorem 11 directly imply or main theorem:
Theorem 13: There is a polynomial-time 1.497-approximation algorithm for the s-t-path graph TSP.
Our main goal was to show that one can go below the integrality ratio lower bound, even while using the LP in the analysis. We did not attempt to optimize the running time or the approximation ratio of our algorithm, and improvements are certainly possible (but would probably make the proof more complicated). A more interesting question is whether our new techniques have further applications.
Given that one can achieve a better approximation ratio for the s-t-path TSP than 3 2 , the integrality ratio, it is natural to ask what is the best approximation ratio that can be obtained. The only lower bound known today (unless P=NP) is 685 684 [12] . Another interesting question is how the integrality ratio depends on the distance of s and t. Let ρ(d) denote the integrality ratio for 2-vertexconnected instances with dist(s, t) = d · LP. The proof of Theorem 11 shows (for n large enough) that ρ(d) < 
